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Abstract. In this paper, a new behavior-based navigation scheme for a wheeled mobile robot 

is experimented in unknown indoor environments. The behaviors are designed by fuzzy logic 

and are controlled by a fuzzy decision maker, which plays a role for selecting an appropriate 

behavior in accordance with the situation in the vicinity of the mobile robot. Ultrasonic 

sensors installed at the front face of the mobile robot are used to determine the situation at 

present instant. In order to update the current position and heading angle of the mobile robot, 

a new localization method using single rotating sonar mounted on the top of the mobile robot 

and two cylindrical beacons is used. The performance and effectiveness of the overall system 

were evaluated on a mobile robot named LCAR and verified through a series of experiments. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years. extensive research effort has been 

performed LII the area of the mobile robot navigation 

with main applications in unknown and time-varying 

environments Such a navigation system [l-31 for 

autonomous mobile robots needs to be capable of 

performing real time processing of complex 

information processing tasks 

To accomplish this goal. the mobile robot must be 

able to sense its environment as well as to navigate 

through the environments without colliding with 

obstacles using the environmental information[4-6] 

This study is aimed at developing a mobile robot that 

navigates within unknown indoor environment. To 

this end. we have developed a behavior-based 

navigation system based upon the obstacle detection 

system using ultrasonic sensors, mobile robot 

localization using cylindrical beacons [7] and the 

navigation algorithms using fuzzy logic and 

reinforcement learning method [8]. In order for the 

developed algorithms to be applicable to navigation 

of the mobile robot, they must be integrated. We 

have implemented each algorithm on the mobile 

robot, LCAR, as shown in Fig. 1. All the 

computation for mobile robot navigation was 

achieved by on-board resources. 
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This paper is organized in followmg manner: Sechon 

2 describes the mobile robot navigation. In section 3, 

the experimental results of the mobile robot 

navigation are presented. Finally, the conclusions are. 

presented 111 section 4. 
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Fig 1. The mobile robot. LCAR 

2. NAVIGATION STRATEGY 

2.1. Obstacle Detection and Local Map 

As shown in Fig. 1: the LCAR robot has four wheels; 

two dnven wheels fned at both sides of the mobile 

robot and two castors attached at the front and rear side 

of the robot. The ultrasonic sensors are mounted in the 

front face of the mobile robot in three layers for the 

detection of obstacles with various heights. In this 

study. a sonar array composed of 18 ultrasonic sensors 

cannot be fired simultaneously due to cross talk. 

Instead. we adopt a scheduled fuing method [9] where 

sensors are activated in sequence of { 5 8  sI - ,s,. s18 . . .) . 
Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of the ultrasonic sensors 

in upper layer and the sensors are marked as dots in the: 

figure. The distances e , ( j  = 8,9 : " . 2 5 )  from the 

ongin of the robot frame ( R J  to obstacles detected by 

the sensor s, can be defined as e ,  = 6, + R, . Here. 

R, is the radius of the robot and the 6, is the range 

value measured by the sensor s, . 

A local map is introduced to record the sensory 

information provided by the 18 sonar sensors with 

respect to the mobile robot frame ( R I .  As shown in 

Fig. 2 .  a sector map defined locally at the current 

mobile robot frame is introduced. Since this local 
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map consists of 32 sectors, each sector covers 1 1. 25 

degrees. This local map provides the mobile robot 

with the information about the obstacle locations. 

Suppose that the mobile robot moves from a point o 

to a point 0' along the path with curvature p p  by 

amount of angular displacement 68 shown in Fig. 

3. Then, the obstacle position vector se: with 

respect to the frame { R}' can be calculated by 
X 

4 
se A 

se,, I se, 

Fig. 2 The local map defined at the frame { R} 
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where sej denotes the obstacle position vector 
defined at the frame { R } .  Hence, when the mobile 

robot is located at a point 0'. the distance value 
se:, =  se^^^ from the origin of the frame { R I '  to 
the obstacle and angle sp: can be calculated by Eq. 
( 2 ) .  Here, 11.11 denotes Euclidean nom. 

The local map defined at the frame { R } '  is newly 

constructed by using the previous local map defined 

at the frame (R} as follows: 

se, t se:,n = INT(syli I @ ) +  N 12 
(3)  

; j = 1,2, ..., N 

where t and INT denote the updating operation and 

interger operation, respectively. Here, se, denotes 

the distance value of n th sector and A" represents 

the number of the sector. If the range values obtained 

by sensors when the mobile robot is loacated at a 

point o' are e, = ( J  = 8,9 ,... 2 5 ) ,  the new local map 



is partially updated as follows : 

se, t e,, 1 = 8,9 .... 2 5 .  The maxmum range of the 

sonar sensor is set to be a,, = 6, - R, . Any return 

range which is larger than is ignored. 

I \ \  / A 

Fig. 3 The coordinate transformation for 
updating the local map 

2.2. Design of Goal-seeking Behavior and 

The primitive behaviors may be divided as follows 

goal-seeking behavior. ball-following behavior, 

keep-away behavior, free space explorer and 

emergency stop. etc A primitive behavior can be 

characterized by a temporal sequence of appropriate 

lalues for its heading velocity V and incremental 

steering angle A 0  which cause the robot to exhibit 

the prescribed response to the currently perceived 

sensory information Thus. the output of a primitive 

behavior is defined by the vector 

Avoidance Behavior 

u ( r )  = (v(r).A&r))' = ( v ( t ) . c o ( i )  T, ,~  l T  (4) 

where r and T,,, denote the time step and the sampling 

time. respectively. Here. T denotes the transpose and 

(41) denotes the angular velocity of the robot. 

We will divide the primitive behaviors into two basic 

ones; avoidance behavior and goal-seeking behavior. 

The avoidance behavior is used to avoid the obstacles 

irrespective of the goal position, while the goal- 

seeking behavior is used to seek the goal position 

irrespective of obstacle location. Design of each 

behavior proceeds in following sequences; 

(A)fuzzificahon of the inpuVoutput vanables, (B)rule 

base construmon through reinforcement leaming, 

(C)reasoning process, (D)defuzzification of output 

vanables 

In order for the mobile robot to arrive at the goal 

position without colliding with obstacles. we must 

control the mobile robot motion in consideration of 

the obstacle position Xo, = (ao, ,  J o, ) , the mobile 

robot position X = ( x , ~ , )  and its heading angle 0 

with respect to the world coordinate frame { M y  

shown 111 Fig. 4 
Y . 
I 

Fig. 4 The coordinate frames and control variables 

In order to avoid the increase in the dimension of 

input space, the distance values d, . ( I  = 1.2,3,4) are 

defined by 

As shown in Fig 4. #",(-T 5 4,n I T )  denotes the 

orientation of a sector with the shortest range We 

choose the input variables for avoidance behavior as 

4," and d,  = llXo, - XI1 ( r  = 1.2.3.4) and those for 

goal-seeking behavior as heading angle difference (v 

and distance to goal The input 

Iiguistic variables d , ,  ty, 9, and z are expressed 

by liguistic values (VN, NR, FR). (NB, NM, ZZ, PS, 

PM, PB), (LT, CT, RT) and (VN, NR, FR, VF), 

respectively Their membership functions are 

expressed as shown in Fig 5 and the liguistic terms 

have the following meanings 

: = / / A ' e  - XI1 
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VN: v e n  near NR: near FR:far 

VF: veg.  far  

NM: negative medium 

VS: v e p  near ZZ: zero PS: positive small 

PM: positive medium PB: positve big 

CT: center LT: le3 RT: right 

NB: negative big 

ca)The distance value (c)The distance to goal positon 

(b)The onentation of the sector (d)The heading defference 
with the shortest range value 

PI (*) 
A 

P \" (*) 
4 

(e)The linear velocity of mobile (QThe incremental steering 
robot for the kth behavior angle for kth behavior 

Fig. 5 The membership functions 
of the imput-output variables 

2.3. Fuzzy Deceision Maker 

In the author's study [IO]. a new method of selecting an 

appropriate behavior has been proposed among many 

pnrmtive behaviors by using a fuzzy decision maker. 

Let u = ( U , . U : : . . Z ( ~ )  be a set of motion commands 

resulting from the primitive behaviors and 

G = ( G I .  6,. . . . G,, ) a set of fuzzy goals by which the 

suitability of a behavior is judged. T h e j  th fuzzy goal 

G, is characterized by their membership functions 

pc (U). In what follows, the tilde sign(-) 

representing the fuzzy sets will be dropped for 

notational simplicity. However, there are some cases 

where some goals are of greater importance than 

others. In such cases, fuzzy decision function D 

might be expressed as the intersection of the goals 

with the weighting coefficients reflecting the relative 

importance of the constituent terms. The problem is 

then to determine one of alternatives 

u,( i  = 1,2 , . . . ,n)  with the highest degree of 

suitability with respect to all relevant goals 

G,(j = 1 , 2 , . - . , m ) .  To this end, the fuzzy set decision 

D in discrete space is defined by 

m 

where M'/ = 1 .O . Here. the coefficient M;, denotes 

the importance of goal G,. The optimal motion 

command is defined as the output with the highest 

degree of membership in D. Let {qi,q-,,...,qm} be 

an output of the fuzzy decision maker. If the i th 

behavior is selected by the fuzzy decision maker, 

then qi(t) is equal to 1 and the others should be zero. 

Thus, the mobile robot motion command transferred 

to the lower level controller at time step I is ui( t ) .  

The fuzzy decision maker selects one behavior 

according to the fuzzy goals calculated by the 

repulsive and attractive potentials defined in the 

previous study [ I O ] .  

When the mobile robot is located at o, as shown in 

Fig. 3. the repulsive and attractive potentials at the 

point can be claculated. respectively. Suppose that 

the mobile robot moves from a point o to a point 0' 

along the path shown in the figure by the output 

vector of each behavior. The two potentials at a point 

o ' then can be calculated, respectively. Using the 

above potentials, the differences between potential 

values at o and 0' are calcualted. Thus, when the 

output of each behavior is applied to the mobile 

robot, the changes of the repulsive and attractive 

potentials can be calculated by 

, = I  

c , e p ( U , )  = AE,,(u,)  and c ,111 (U,) = U N , , ( U , )  > 

respectively. Using the above values, we define three 

fuzzy goals as follows: 
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G I  the change i n  the repulsive potential c,,(uJ 

should be smaller- than cl  and 

G: the change in the aftractive potential corr(uJ 

should be smaller- than c2 and 

G, the repulsive potential Ere,&) should be smaller 

than E,. 

Here. the connective “and” denotes the intersection 

of fuzzy goals. The c I  , c. and E ,  are the constants 

determined by the simulations. The membership 

functions of the fuzzy goals are defined in the 

reference [lo]. 

output of the selected behavior is U = (11, A@, the 

velocity (vr, U,) is defmed as (1,. AQ/T,,,J. In order for 

mobile robot to have the reference velocity at the 

reference position. the velodities of two wheels must 

be controlled. 

The purpose of this tracking controller is to make the 

error posture converge to 0. To achieve this, target 

velocities are calculated by using the error posture 

and reference velocities. In this research, we will use 

a control scheme proposed by Kanayama [ 1 11 
Y 

2.4. Lower level controller 

The mobile robot posture is represented by three 

Lariables The location of a point (x ( t ) .  v( t ) )  and the 

orientation 8 ( t )  taken counterclockwise from the A’- 

axis of the world coordinate frame { w) The mobile 

robot posture is defined by a vector. 

P ( f )  = ( x ( f ) , J J ( f ) . e ( t ) ) T .  (7) 

Suppose that the robot can move without wheel slip. 

Then. its posture can be calculated by using the right 

and left wheels velocities, i ~ ~ ( t )  and vL(t) ,  and the 

distance between two wheels called tread E’,,. The 

mobile robot kinematics can be expressed by a set of 

the following differential equations. 

The robot motion is controlled by its linear velocity 1’ 

and rotational velocity w. In order to control the 

mobile robot, the reference posture 

( t )  = ( . Y ~ , J . ~ , ~ , ) ’  and the current posture 

e(r)=( ,~~,j ,~ , f?~)~ shown in Fig. 6 are used. The 

reference posture is calculated by the reference 

\,elocity (vr.  w,.) which is determined by the output of 

a behavior selected by fuzzy decision maker. If the 

. 
0 xc x, X 

Fig. 6 The mobile robot postures and error posture 

3. NAVIGATION EXPERIMENTS 

3.1. Experimental conditions 

All the parameters used in the navigation experiments 

are given in Table I .  The mobile robot has the 

maximum travel speed of 0.4msec and the maximum 

steering rate of 1.454 ra&sec. Expenments are 

performed in an indoor lobby with different 

arrangements of objects. The lobby is flat. 

approximately 19.4m by 9.475m wide. and initially 

contains two poles. a cash box and a telephone box. 

Fig. 7 shows a sketch of the top view of the room with 

the object drawn in the hatched line. Since this lobby 

environment is too simple to test the performance of 

the overall system, several polyfon obstacles were 

randomly placed in the path of the mobile robot 

navigation. The moble robot was initially located at 

the origin of the world coordinate frame { W and the 

goal position was given as (16.9m, 7.0m). In the 
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experiments, two beacon pairs were utilized to 

determine the absolute position and heading angel of 

the mobile robot. One beacon pair consists of a small 

beacon and a large one with diameters of 3.8cm and 

14cm. respectively. The small and large beacon 

consisting of the nearest beacon pair to the goal 

position were located at the two positions, (17.85m, 

6.58m) and (15.95m. 7.91m). respectively. A small 

beacon and large one of another beacon pair were 

located at the two positions, (7.9Om, 4.85m) and 

(9.90m. 4.85m). respectively. 

The experiment are performed during the sampling time 

of T,,, in the following manner. From the start position, 

the mobile robot moves towards the goal position while 

avoiding the obstacles. When the mobile robot is 

located withm the localization region. the mobile robot 

stops. Using the localization algorithm presented in the 

reference [7], the mobile robot estimates its current 

location and heading angel. If localization fails. the 

scanning operation resumes after the mobile robot 

moves by one stop towards the goal. If estimation 

values are reasonable. the mobile robot updates its 

posture and moves towards the goal position. 

I g , = o  
C .  = -0.02 N .  nl 

Table I .  The parameter values used for experiments 

C, = -0.01 N .  V I  

E, = 1 .ON.  m 

1 K ,  =o.s I 

Fig. 7 The indoor environment for navigation 
experiments 

3.2. Experimental results and discussions 

Fig. 7 shows the location of obstacles, the robot 

trajectory and its heading angle with respect to world 

coordinate frame when the robot travels from start 

postion to goal position. The mobile robot trajectory 

and heading angle shown in the figure were 

calculated by the dead reckoning system. The 

navigation results are shown when the polygon 

obstacles are located in the course of the mobile 

robot navigation. In this experiment. the localization 

regions are denoted by two cicles and. were used for 

determination of the position and heading angle of 

the mobile robot. I t  is noted that environments used 

in the experiments were the ones not used for 

learning the avoidance behavior and goal-seeking 

behavior. From the beginning, the robot moves 

towards the goal position using the output of goal- 

seeking behavior. If the robot encounters the 

obstacles, it avoids the obstacles by using the 

avoidance behavior. The behavior to be used at the 

present situation is selected by fuzzy decision maker. 

As can be seen from the figure, the robot can 

successfully navigate in unknown environments even 
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if the environments are not used for constructing the 

rule bases of the two behaviors in the simulations 

This means that the robot can adapt to new 

environments 

Through a series of the navigation experiments, it 

was observed that the heading angle error is a serious 

problem to mobile robot navigation relying on dead 

reckoning The large headmg angle error almost 

resulted from the wheels’ slippage when the mobile 

robot changes its direction Even if the wheel 

slippage occurs, the true position and headmg angle 

of the mobile robot could be updated by two beacon 

pairs and consequently the mobile robot could arrive 

at the given goal position while avoiding the 

obstacles 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We have proposed a navigation system capable of 

performing autonomous navigation in unknown 

environments. In order to evaluate the performance 

of the overall system. a number of experiments have 

been undertaken in various environments The 

experimental results show that the mobile robot with 

the complete na\ ipation system can arrive at the goal 

position even if  the nheel slip occurs From the 

developed navigation system. i t  was observed that 

the mobile robot can successfully arrive at the goal 

position through the unknown enc ironments U ithout 

colliding with obstacles 
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